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Charles LaBlonde

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

The strength of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society
lies in the members. Each year, for a wide variety of reasons,
some of our members choose to leave us . But we have always
been able to attract highly talented and motivated new
members . This month, thanks to Dick Hall, you will find an
AHPS membership application enclosed with Tell . The object
is that each member should get a new member . Our message is
a simple one : We have something for everyone . Please do
your collecting friends a favor ; introduce them to the AHPS.

And speaking of members, did you notice the Jan-Feb Tell?
One of our members stepped forward, took over editorship
of Tell, put out his first issue and it looksgreat!
Congratulations, Steve . Also, if you look closely, you will
notice that over 20 AHPS members contributed to the Jan-Feb
Tell . That's exciting : : Let's go for 30 next time . Now is
the time for you to send in a photocopy of that special cover
or to write a short note about your special interests . Every-
one's doing it.

Now, what collector can resist a bargain or the chance to
find a hidden treasure? Thanks to Emil Tobler there are
hundreds of Swiss bargains, and maybe some hidden treasures,
available to you . What ' s even better, Emil will ship them
right to your door . But you have to contact him by joining
the AHPS sales circuits which are now going strong . If you
prefer the thrill of competition, auction manager Bill Lucas
also has some super bargains waiting for lucky AHPS members.
And of course, both gentlemen always need material to sell.

Don't forget the AHPS meeting at SCOPEX 85 in State College,
PA 26 - 28 April . Ernest Bergman is ready to help one and
all who can make the meeting . It is a great chance to visit
the home of the American Philatelic Society including the
library.
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

"WORKING AS A TEAM"

This issue of TELL includes a " bonus" issue of " HOW TO USE
THE SWISS MACHINE CANCEL CATALOG . " In addition, there is a member
ship application blank (also included by Dick Hall) . We hope
you will put both publications to good use, particularly the
application blank . Ask a friend to join us in AHPS . We ' ll all
benefit from your efforts.

Last weekend your editor was pleased to meet with President
Charles J . La Blonde here in Santa Paula, California . A lovely
family . We would have enjoyed having them longer, but they had
to be on their way to visit many places . The message I received
was that we had a very active, hard working, group of officers
and study group chairmen ; that there was much enthusiasm all
through our society ; and his goal was to improve and expand on
TELL .

I want to thank all those that have written articles and
have volunteered to translate and do other jobs . You are needed
and appreciated . All letters are appreciated.

We also appreciate the people who sent in lots to our regular
auction . There are more lots and improved quality . Bill Lucas
does a nice job and deserves our support.

There are close to 50 people in the Liechtenstein Study
Group chaired by Max Rheinberger . A very active group, with
a regularly issued newsletter . There appears to be great interest
in the Revenue Study Group, chaired by Mr . Gene Kelly.

Thank you Dr . Ernest L . Bergman for your call regarding
TELL and SCOPEX ' 85 . I know that as Chairman of the Regional
Meeting you will put on a good program for AHPS members who attend
that show.

There is still a problem of delivery of TELL . My own study
shows that delivery to Ohio, Maryland, and other places in the
East was from 9 to 12 days . On the West coast from 18 to 25
days . People in the same county I live in got their issue 3-
5 days earlier . There is nothing consistant about deliveries.
Our president is working for other options.

Finally, I would like to admonish our members to share their
materials and knowledge with others . It has been my good fortune
to have received a wealth of information from AHPS members when-
ever it has been needed . Ask for that help, and please do get
your collections in exhibition class condition . Some of the
greatest events in some of our lives are coming up soon . Let's
all be a part of it!

LET'S PARTICIPATE IN '85 & '86!!

" THERE ' S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE "
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SESCAL '85 BOB DE VIOLINI

AHPS/SESCAL INITIAL RESPONSE GOOD

Word received from the SESCAL '85 general chairman, Bob
Thompson, as we were going to press with this issue of TELL
indicates that he had already received seventeen requests from
AHPS members for the exhibition prospectus! And those were
and those were just from the first announcement of our convention
meeting at SESCAL that appeared in the last issue of TELL.

And, he adds, several of those have already been returned
to the exhibits chairman with the entry fees . So the interest
among our members is high, but let ' s not leave all of the exhi-
biting to " the other guy . " Show off what you collect - let
the collectors visiting this national-level exhibition know
what ' s great about Swiss philately ; encourage them to start
their Swiss collection by showing what a tremendously interesting
area of the philatelic world it is.

I you haven ' t sent for the entry form yet, drop a note-
with a 22- cent SASE enclosed - to Bob Thompson, SESCAL '85,
P .O . Box 42148, Point Mugu, CA 93042 .

	

He'll get it back to
you by return mail .

	

This is a 300-frame (16 pages each) show.
Let's see how many of those can be filled by AHPS members.

And don ' t forget the literature area .

	

SESCAL is one of
the few exhibitions in the country with a literature competition.
There are two catagories in this part of the show . One for

periodicals, the other for handbooks and special studies . Contact
Bob de Violini, SESCAL Literature, P . O . Box 5025, Oxnard, CA
93031 for a copy of the literature prospectus . (SASE here, too,

please).

Plans for our activities are still in the formative stage.
The only firm event right now is the General Meeting for our
membership and visitors .

	

That is scheduled to take place at

10 :00 a .m . on Saturday morning . Again, the dates and place
for the AHPS Annual Convention are October 25-27, 1985 at the
Ambassador Hotel, 3400 Wilshire Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA 90010.
The hotel is making special rates available to the show's attend-
ees, and when you ask for your prospectus, ask for the hotel
information as well .
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YOU REALLY PAY TOO MUCH WHEN YOU

SLEEP THROUGH AN AUCTION!

Descriptions of foreign material in U .S . auction catalogs are
often sloppy, if not outright false . Case in point : Take a
look at this lovely corner margin block of the early Swiss

landscape series . Described in the catalog (of a large auction
firm) as "#206, 5 Fr ., blue, corner margin block of four, og,

nh, vf . Photo.
($740 .00) ." The
lot was hammered
down for $340

plus the usual 10%
for a total of
$374 . Fine, so far.
The only trouble
is: What ' s shown

is not #206, but
is #183 instead
which is also a
lot less valuable
than the former.
In spite of the

special notation
in the Scott cata-

log under #206,
the illustrations
in this catalog are
of suchpitiful
quality that they
lend no help to an
untrained collector in this case . It was said here before and

I will repeat myself here again : Anyone who wants to be even

half-serious about Swiss collecting must own a good Swiss cat-
alog . In our case above, even if one could not read the artist
and engraver ' s names in the auction catalog photo (and one
seldom can as they are reproduced in halftone), the two reproduc-
tions of the stamps in question in any Swiss catalog would
have shown you quickly that in the #206 (Zumstein # 178) the
two names GRASSET and SPRENGER are lined up flush left and right

with the edge of the design, whereas the names GRASSET and
BURKHARD on the #183 (Zumstein #130) are set inside by several
millimeters (see arrows above).

The successful bidder has probably found that out by now and
returned it, because that block one can buy in Switzerland for

about $150-160 currently . Save the $220 or so and join the
AHPS and still have enough left over to buy a gilt-edged, lea-

therbound catalog from Switzerland! Things are really tough
when blinds start leading the blinds . . ..

Why do we have two different designs anyhow, to make life of
collectors and auctioneers miserable? Compared with the rest
of the series, which were all engraved by Sprenger of Biel the
#183 engraved by engraving instructor Burkhard, also of Biel,
appeared slightly too heavy, a bit fuzzy, and just not crisp

enough . As nothing is being wasted in Switzerland, it apparently
took them 13+ years to use up the first stock before they gave

the order to Sprenger to re-engrave the stamp . The result
(#206) is indeed more pleasing to the eye .

	

HRatz
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BY EMIL L . TOBLERSALES CIRCUIT NEWS

As of this writing (February 12) business is picking up
nicely . There are 6 circuits in the mail, and 4 more which
will be mailed tomorrow . The ten circuits involve a total of
25 sales books with an initial sale value of just under $6000.
We have 51 buyers registered, 26 are on one or more circuits.
Two buyers are on 5 circuits and on' is on 7!! One might wonder
why some buyers are on a relatively large number of circuits
and almost half have not yet been included in any . There are
two reasons:

1. Lack of material for buyers with relatively limited interests
there may be only an occasional book which would be approp-
riate to send them . Thus someone interested only in Campione
and Sitting Helvetia on cover will probably not hear from
me frequently . The fellow who is on 7 circuits is interested
in all categories from 110 through 620 inclusive, mint,
used, and on cover.

2. Lack of an adequate number of buyers, it is desirable to
have at least 6-7 buyers on a circuit so that AHPS is likely
to recoup it's mailing and insurance costs in the form
of commission, and also to give the seller adequate exposure
of his material . We have 13 very nice books waiting for
an adequate number of buyers who have expressed interest
so circuits can be made up . We have a good run of FDC from
about 1960 to present, some very nice Liechtenstein material,
2 interesting books of machine slogan cancels (we have a
number of buyers who have expressed interest in cancels
on cover, but not on piece, as these are) and 1 book of
better B/4's mint and used . If you are a registered buyer
and have an interest in any of this material and it was
not clearly indicated on your "collecting interests" form,
get your Nov.-Dec . 1984 TELL, fully complete the pink AHPS
circuit participation form and send it along . I ' ll do my
best to send you something of interest.

Since our new supply of sales books became available there have
been 63 bought, so I expect a good flow of new material and
will no doubt have some of it by the time you read this . If
you have stamps to sell, books are 75T each (min . purchase 2
books) for singles, sets or cover (please specify) . Commission
only 12% . Catagories which are especially wanted include but
are not limited to Sitting and Standing Helvetia, airmails,
officials, hotels, telegraphs, Campione, TB, ST, and inter-space
pairs, and almost anything on cover.
INSURANCE we were successful in making an arrangement through
the American Philatelic Society which materially lessons the
cost of insurance on circuits with a net sale value of over
$200 and gives protection while circuits are in a members posses-
sion as well as while they are in the mail . Complete details
are included in every circuit.

Emil L. Tobler, 98 Olde Wood Road, Glastonbury, CT 06033

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Grüezi Everybody!

	

The FL study group is going great guns.
Max has produced a fine bulletin .

	

Also I ' m happy to report that
the Philatelic Service is behind it 100% . They have provided
advertising funds, mailing lists, and will send out a flyer
to all North American subscribers to the new issue service.
I was impressed with the number of subscribers in the U .S . -

-3000!

	

There were even 15 here in Hawaii, including some people
completely unknown to me .

	

All this activity is good news for
FL philately in the USA.

My plan is to keep my column in TELL of general interest
with bits of news and views of Liechtenstein ' s stamps, people,
and places . Hopefully the study group will provide a forum
for specialized study and collector information.

Most of us will recall the "non-stamps" printed by the
FL for the 1980 Olympics . The stamps were printed and sample
copies sent out to the news media and philatelic writers . Short-
ly afterwards the issue was scraped because the FL decided to
join the US boycott of the games .

	

The samples were recalled.
Almost all were returned .

	

However, a small number did not come
back .

	

Among those that were not returned were those that had
already been photographed and given to charity by several news-
papers .

	

Exactly why they would give away stamps that had not
yet been issued is an interesting question .

	

In any event, some
of those lost sheep have found their way back to the auction
market .

	

Valuation by the auction house--around $9000 for the
set .

	

You might want to check through that recently acquired
European mixture one at a time!

Speaking of treasure hunts, when was the last time you
went through your Swiss material looking for Liechtenstein can-
cels . These items are all good . The time frame involved is
during the 1920 ' s and many issues are involved, including one
of the airmail sets .

	

Make a list of FL town names and keep
it handy while looking through your used material . In case
you think it might not be worth the effort, let me say that
most of these items catalog 500 SF for a single stamp with clear

cancel . If you make any finds, please let me know.

In line with my previous inquiry regarding the annual Phila-
telic Service greeting card at Christmas time, Felix Ganz reports
that these are listed in Michael Catalog, including an " apparent
typo " in the current catalog showing the value of 150 DM for
the first card . Thanks for the information, Felix.

Barry's Philatelics (PO Box 324, Lombard, IL 60148) has
issued a new Liechtenstein price list . Nice to see a comprehen-
sive list out once again from this US dealer . Of particular
interest was the lengthy section of Mi . and Zum . listed varieties
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I have on good authority that the FL Philatelic Service
will have a stand at AMERIPEX ' 86 to be held at Chicago next
year . This should mean a special cancel or cachet . Should
be a great event . More details as I receive them.

Recently received a brochure from a stamp repairman working
out of Canada . This firm will give your stamps a gumretread
for under $10 each . The advent of these workshops, especially
in Germany, will mean the eventual end of MNH question . They
They can take a stamp with 15 hinge remnants and return it to
you with such pristine gum that the experts find themselves
debating .

	

I ' d be glad to hear comments from readers on this
question .

	

Personally, I ' m a postally used man.

How about doing a program on Swiss or Liechtenstein issues
for your local stamp club .

	

It ' s not hard and can get a lot of
fun .

	

Use Howard Bauman's or make one of your own .

	

Get your
friends to photograph for you . Give it a try!

	

I always appreciate your comments and news items .

	

Please
drop me a line .

	

A special thanks to you regular contributors.
You have made my small effort a real pleasure . Prosit!

HAROLD STRONG

	

BOX 15027

	

WAIKIKI STATION
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96815

RALPH SODERBERG, M .D ., ACCEPTS CHICAGOPEX ' 84 GRAND AWARD FROM
BERNARD HENNIG, CHAIRMAN OF JUDGES . CONGRATULATIONS

RALPH - WELLDONE. WE LOOK FOR YOUR SUCCESS AT AMERIPEX '86.

Ralph is also chairman of our affiliate the UNION OF SWISS PHILA-
TELIC SOCIETIES . One of the great benefits of joining this
affiliate is the opportunity to receive Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung, the monthly journal, which is the equivalent of the
APS Journal . Although written in German and French, it has
many beautiful illustrations, pictures, ads ., and is well made.
Cost $9 .50 per year . Write for more information to Ralph or
Dick Hall . Both addresses are in the front section of listings.
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The American Helvetia Philatelic Society offers five 35mm . educational
color slide programs for use of local stamp clubs,

A. "Switzerland, A Panorama of its Postal History and Stamps" is a
79 slide survey covering many aspects of Swiss collecting, from
an example of the earliest postmark on a 1699 letter from
Geneva to a 1975 commemorative stamp featuring Beat Fischer, the
founder of the famous Fischer Post of 1675.

B. "Pro Juventute Stamps 1950-1957" . . .the years that Insects were
the subjects . . .75 slides and text discuss literature, sheet
margin markings, varieties, collection sheets, folders, booklets
and first day covers . A great example of opportunities for
specialized study . . .either as an Insect Topical or of the
Pro Juventute Foundation . . .the charity system that raises
millions of Francs annually from the surcharges on these
traditional Christmas time stamps.

C. "On Collecting Used Stamps, as demonstrated by pages of Swiss
and United States Stamps ." This is a short program of 26 color
slides showing how Swiss collect their countrys stamps . .with
some suggestions on how to improve your collection.

D. "Switzerland's . Imperforate Sitting Helvetia Issue of 1854-1862"
shows with 59 slides how collectors can distinguish the eight
different printings of these "Strubel" stamps by paper thickness,
color shades, imbedded silk security threads and different styles
of federal post marks . Examples of usage include covers with
authorized bisects and mixed frankings with earlier and later issues.

E. "The St. Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982" has 70 slides
based on Felix Ganz's exhibit which won an 1982 American Topical
Association award for the best thematic display . It shows stamps
associated with the railways route, tunnel construction, stations,
trains, publicity and first day post marks, also postal stationery
including freight arrival notice cards, and examples of
pre-railroad mail carried by foot messengers and postal coaches
over the pass . A notable 1932 souvenir booklet commemorates the
50th Anniversary of the tunnels completion.

You are invited to borrow one or more of these programs by filling out
the order blank on the reverse side.

UPDATE SUPPLEMENT ON THE PEN CATALOGUE OF SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
OF SWITZERLAND

Zumstein has just announced that the priced catalog developed and kept up
by the late Mr. Peneveyres (PEN) has been updated through 1984 and is avail-

able for a pretty steep SFR 20 . (now $7 .75) through their firm, plus postage.

If you act quickly -- i .e . : before April 5, 1985 -- your associate editor

once again will act as collection and distribution point for such orders.
And if we get more than five orders we can get a little group rebate as far

as postage and such is concerned.

IF INTERESTED IN THIS SUPPLEMENT, SEND CHECK FOR $8 TO FELIX GANZ, POB A3843,

CHICAGO, IL 60690-3843 .

	

DO IT NOW!!!

Address inquiries tor

HOWARD A. BAUMAN Chm.
511 Summit Drive,
West Bend, WI . . .53095
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THE FIRST SWISS ISSUES O 1985

	

FELIX GANZ

The first four publicity stamps of 1985 were issued February
19, in the denominations of 35, 50, 70 and 80 cts . The

lowest value commemorates the centennial anniversary of Switz-
erland ' s train personnel union -- oldest among eleven train
brotherhoods in Switzerland -- and the stamp depicts the
principal tools a train conductor uses on his rounds.

The 50 cts . value returns us to Roman times . It commemorates
the bi-millennium of the occupation of the Rhetian Alps re-
gion by the Romans. The fragment of an inscription stone,
found at Chur, seems to prove that a town existed already
that far back on Chur ' s site.

The centennial of the Lake Geneva bi-national Society for
lake safety and rescue is commemorated on the 70 cts . stamp.
This society, with headquarters in Geneva, oversees all

rescue operations on the lake, both off France and Switzerland.

The top value commemorates an international congress which
is to be held in Lausanne, in June, and which will unite
members from 74 countries at its 15th get-together . Topic
of the congress will be themes concerning themselves with
large hydro-electric dams, their upkeep, their danger, etc.
The stamp illustrates the Grande Dixence dam in the canton
of Valais, with a height of about 950 feet.

At the same time the last two values in the "Zodiac and Land-
scapes" issue are making their appearance . The Fr . 2 .50 de-
nomination , Libra, depicts the Vaud canton wine-making vil-
lage of Féchy, while the 3 SFr . value, Scorpio, gives us a
view of an almost deserted, formerly most active village of
Corippo above Locarno, from which so many inhabitants emi-
grated permanently to California (Italian Swiss Colony wine-
makers) that nary a soul remained back home.

A CORRECTION FROM LAST ISSUE

	

FELIXGANZ

And here is a correction to an item that appeared in the last
TELL : the Swiss 40 cts . postal card with add-on overprint,
described as having been issued for some special occasion as
a quasi private issue, is NOT a private issue, but a very of-
ficial issue . It turns out that the postal authorities decid-
ed NOT to announce the revaluation of the 40 cts . card to 50
cts ., by applying a 10 cts . red, ticker-like stamp tablet,
because "there would have been a run on the issue by collect-
ors :" Some lame excuse, that, because now the run will be to
dealers and private individuals who got wind of the fact and
bought up the apparently pretty small stocks . -- It is not
yet known WHERE the stocks were sent to be used up ; but it is
known that the revalued cards were bundled into booklets of
four, the outer cover pages of which were identical to the
new 50 cts . card, and randomly sent out . -- One interesting
detail remains, however : one correspondent in Bern writes
that the overprinted card was displayed in a window of the
Bern philatelic office . . . .and no one apparently caught on for
several weeks, if not months :
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POST OFFICE RECEIPTS OF THE CANTON OF ST . GALLEN

BY DONN LUECK

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt
at listing the post office receipts of Canton St . Gallen, Switz-

erland .

	

This done not purport to be a complete listing, nor
has any attempt been made to price these items . Information

leading to adequate pricing is unavailable at this time . Later ,
with possible receipt of further information, such an attempt

may be made.

We trust that the information presented will enable those
of you in possession of such material to better categorize your
collection .

	

Readers able to shed additional light on these
items are invited to correspond with the author :

	

PO Box 11582,
Phoenix, AZ 85061.

The term " Post-Schein " is an old designation for a postal

receipt .

	

The actual term is "Empfangschein " in German . The
French designation is "Recepisse ."

	

The Postschein is a postal
receipt for registered sendings, letters or parcels, with a
declared value .

	

I do not know whether in this period there
that receipts were subject to a fiscal fee . It is known that
freight letters were subject to a fiscal fee in quite a lot
of cantons including Aargau, Berne, Lucerne, Vaud, etc ., and
I can imagine that this was the case in the Canton of S; . Gallen.

Figure 1

*The author of this article has written many articles for TELL and other publications over the

years . He has been a Regional Director and Chairman of the Revenue Study Group in AHPS . Currently
he is associated with the organization of ARIPEX ' 86 . Although extremely busy, not only Donn,
but your Editor would welcome any comments on this or other articles . Editor.
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May 18, 1838 . Black oval, 24 mm x 29 with pearls around
the outside, frame the center with the St . Gallen Coat of Arms.
Value within the oval at the bottom, beneath the Coat of Arms.
Inscribed "OBER POSTAMT DES CANT . SI. Gallen" inside the oval.
Printing is in black on vertically ' laid paper (white) . (Figure
1) The following values are known to exist : i Batzen, 1 Batzen.

Several different currencies were used in Switzerland during
this period . In fact, there were 58 authorities (cantons, cities,
secular and clerical principals) having coined and put into
circulation more than 700 different sorts of money before 1798.
A first attempt at centralization was made under theHelvetic
Republic, when the Franc was accepted as unity (1 Franc= 10
Batzen= 100 Rappen) .

	

This attempt was not of long duration,
as the cantons again became independent under the Mediation
Act of 1803 .

	

But in the same year, the Tagsatzung (assembly
of the cantonal deputies) resolved upon the same monetary unit
for all cantons, the Franc .

	

The constitution of 1848 deprived
the cantons of the coinage privilege & gave it to the confederation.

Fi gure 2
The Kreuzer was a German Reich mint since 1551, in the

Reich valued at 1/16 of a Gulden or Florin . In the German speak-
ing part of Switzerland, I Gulden equalled 15/16 Batzen . In
the Mediation period (1803) the eastern cantons (St . Gallen
is in the eastern part of the country) retained the Reichs cur-
rency, but, nevertheless printed Swiss Batzen . The difference
between the light Reichs currency and the heavier SwissCurrency
was 3%, i .e ., or Swiss Batzen equalled 4 Kreuzer Reichs currency.

" A SMALL WORLD - EXHIBITING! "

Have you noticed how many of our officers and good friends are associated with all of the major
exhibits in this country? Our friends are everywhere - East and West ; North and South . They
are setting up ARIPEX - SESCAL - AMERIPEX - SUNPEX - SCOPEX - VENPEX - ROPEX - You name it, our

friends are there . Rudy Schaelchli says you serve in showing - and he can serve in Awarding
you the AHPS awards .

	

DON ' T JUST ACCUMULATE - PUT IT ALL TOGETHER NOW!!!
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The results of these rather difficult facts : 1 Batzen= 4 Kreuzer
= 10 Rappen, that means that one Kreuzer was 2i Rappen . The
St . Gallen Kreuzer was equal to i Batzen.

1841/42 . The postal receipt has a fancy border (165 x
100 mm) 8 mm wide . The stamp is printed in a single-line oval
frame (20 x 20 mm) around the St . Gallen Coat of Arms . The
value is within the oval below the Coat of Arms . The inscription
reads "POSTVERWALTUNG DES KANT ST . GALLEN . " The inscription
"Post-Schein" is in gothic lettering . The value is 2 Kreuzers.
The printing is in black on colored paper, yellow and rose papers
known . (Figure 2).

The text on the Post-Schein is very interesting . Subject
to God ' s power and inevitable incidents, truth of post and
postman will be guaranteed, if within three months notified,
claim will be paid .

Figure 3

1842 . The postal receipt has a border (165 x 100mm) of
parallel lines 7 mm wide . The stamp is a horizontal oval with
rays surrounding a horizontal lined screen with the value "2
Kreuze" inscribed . In the left corner of the receipt is the
inscription "Postverwaltung ." In the upper right corner above
the stamp is the inscription "Dec Cant . S . Gallen ." Theinscription

"Post-Schein" is in gothic lettering . The printing is
is in black on yellow paper . (Figure 3).

HOW DOES A MEMBERSHIP DRIVE AFFECT OUR SOCIETY?

Were it not for the editor of this article, Dann Lueck and Ed Chalfant of Santa Barbara suggesting
I join the AHPS, I would not be doing this job right now . I will always be grateful to these fine
gentlemen for taking an interest in my future .	Do you have a friend who is a " loner " collector,

ASK YOUR FRIEND TO JOIN US IN THE AHPS!
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1845 . The postal receipt has a border (165 x100 mm) of
parallel lines 7 mm wide . The stamp is printed in a single-
line oval frame (20 x26 mm) around the St . Gallen Coat of Arms.
The value is within the oval below the Coat of Arms . The inscr-
iption reads "POSTVERWALTUNG DES CANT. ST . GALLEN . " The inscrip-
tion "Post-Schein" is in gothic lettering . The value is 2 Kreu-
zers . The printing is in black and white on white or off-white
paper . (Figure 4) .

Figure 4

1845/47 . The postal receipt has a border of parallel wavy
lines (160 x 104 mm) which is 6 mm wide . The stamp is printed
in a double-line oval frame (20 x 26 mm) around the St . Gallen
Coat of Arms . The value is within the oval below the Coat of
Arms . The inscription reads " POSTVERWALTUNG DES CANT . ST . Gal-
len ." The spacing between the words is 2 mm and the letters
are 1 mm high . (Figure 5) . The lettering on the previous type
(Figure 4) is 1i mm high with spacing between the words being
1 mm . The printing is in black ink on dark blue or bright blue
paper.

LIST OF POST OFFICES

	

CHARLES J . LA BLONDE

Each year the Swiss PTT publishes a list of all the post
offices in Switzerland . This little yellow booklet is a must
for all postmark collectors . It contains around 7000 place
names with post codes and much other information about each
post office . Orders for the booklet, which appears in June,
are being taken now . If you want one, send a dollar bill to
Swiss PTT, Parkterrasse 10, CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland, and ask
for a copy of the "Ortsverzeichnis . "
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AUCTION #59 --- CLOSING DATE, APRIL 27, 1905 WILLIAM R . LUCAS

Dear Members,
Thank you for your response to my call for Auction

material . As you can see we have some very nice Lots

to offer and Auction #60 promises to be equally as good.
Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector

Catalogs or estimated retail unless otherwise noted.
For Auction #59 1 Sfr - $ .36 and 1 British pound •

$1 .09.

The Closing date for Auction #59 is April 27, 1985.
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Figure 5

REVIEWS FELIX GANZ, ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The Collectors Club of San Francisco, P 0 Box 5118, Redwood
City, CA 94063 published a book by Z . M . Seron called Philatelic
Firsts from B C to Today . According to the index, about 3 1/2
pages (Helvetic Republic - Zurich, Geneva, and Basel) of it's
211 pages are devoted to aspects of Swiss philately . The book
received a fine review from the APS Journal and is available
from the above address at$19.50.

IN MEMORIAM

	

Steve P . Turchik, Editor

Zaven M . Seron, M .D ., resided in Santa Paula, California from
1956 to 1969, before moving to Fresno, California with his wife
Soundra and boys Douglas and Richard . "Doc" was a great promoter
of all aspects of philately, and he exerted a great influence
wherever he went . Just a real great guy! He got me started
in Swiss Postal History as well as other areas of exhibiting.
His goal was to publish his book . Having passed away soon after
his 86th birthday, he will be sorely missed by all who knew
him.
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"A LOOK BACK IN HISTORY"

	

FORERUNNER SOCIETY TO AHPS

THE HELVETIA SOCIETY--FOR COLLECTORS OF SWITZERLAND

On the evening of February 28, 1938, ten collectors, students
of Swiss philately, met at the home of Gustave von Gross, in
Philadelphia, and brought into being a society that already has
has taken a prominent place in the philatelic world . This was
not the result of spontaneous enthusiasm, but rather the putting
into action of a dream that had been smoldering, for several
years, in the minds of a number of Swiss collectors such as the
Busers and Harry Salisbury, of New York, Jacques Kilcher, of
Atlantic City, Gustave von Gross, George W . Caldwell, Jerry Marcus
and Tom Harrison, of Philadelphia . All that was needed was a
spark to set the wheels in motion . This spark came forth follow-
ing a meeting of the Evening Ledger Stamp Club, in Philadelphia,
at which Mr . Von Gross, as guest speaker, had exhibited his unique
display of the Swiss Pro Juventute stamps . The guest speaker,
Mr . Marcus, and the writer went into a huddle, the outcome of
which was the memorable meeting of February 28.

That the Helvetia Society is filling a long felt want, is
attested by the fact that our growth has been quite rapid, and
at present consists of over 60 active members, numbering among
them some of the most outstanding collectors in philately . It
is truly national in scope with members residing in various States
from the Atlantic to the Pacific as well as in Cuba and thePhilippines.

Naturally the back-bone of such an organization is the month-
ly bulletin ; and thanks to the untiring efforts of its editor,
Vice President von Gross, we take pardonable pride in ours . By
request, it is included in the library of the Collectors Club
of New York and in the permanent files of Zumstein and Co ., the
leading stamp company in Switzerland . In this bulletin may be
found informative articles on Swiss stamps and kindred subjects
written by a members who are experts and who have studied their
subjects until they may indeed be rated as authorities.

We also have our own expertizing committee consisting of
Ed Buser, Sr ., Ed . Buser, Jr ., H . W . Salisbury, Jacques Kilcher,
and Gustave A . von Gross . Under the auspices of the Society,
Vice-President von Gross is preparing a handbook on Swiss counter-
feits . This will be amply illustrated ; and will be annotated
in great detail . This work will make it possible for our members
to recognize the bad ones and keep their collections free from
forgeries.

In addition to being a corresponding society, regular meet-
ings are held in Philadelphia and New York ; and occasionally,
throughout the year, in other eastern cities, the latter usually
in connection with national stamp exhibitions.

The activities of the Helvetia Society are not all of a
serious nature . We have had two birthday parties, which were
filled with good fellowship and sparkling entertainment . At
dinners, in connection with national stamp shows, one invariably
sees the Helvetia Society very much in evidence . Its members
can be recognized by the attractive little skull caps worn as
an insignia of the society . These caps, imported from Switzerland
are made of black velvet, piped in red, and embroidered on the
front with Edelweiss, the national flower of Switzerland.

The aim of the Helvetia Society, weather in education or
in play, is to stand out in front.
Reprinted with permission from STAMPS, Dec . 28, 1940 p . 440, by T . F . Harrison, Secretary.
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January 29, 1985

Dear-Mr . Reilly:

Just a note to let you know I received my copy of "Tell"
(Vol . XI, No . 1) yesterday, January 28, 1985 . I don't
know when it was mailed . This might give you an idea how
the mail comes to Colville which is about 80 miles north
of Spokane.

I am a novice in Swiss stamps ; I have much to learn. AHPS
seems like a fine organization with a lot of dedicated
members . I enjoy reading Tell cover to cover . . .many times
I don't know what I am reading, but in time I will

understand.
By the way, does anyone know where a good map of
Switzerland showing details necessary for philatelists ..

showing cantons, post offices, etc . . . .can be found?

Regards,

	

Richard Bard,
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MY FAVORITE COVERS HELMUT C . NEUMANN

I was a student in Zurich at the time on the GI Bill of Rights, so I received
these personally . My friend sent the letter from Detroit by air mail, but
it was overweight . As a student on a tight budget, 1 :80 Swiss Francs was
too much for a letter, so I refused it . Mailed February 13, 1948 in Detroit,
refused February 18, 1948 in Zurich, arrived in New York March 16, 1948.

About a year later back in New Jersey, my friend resent the letter in another
envelope . Note that the postage due stamps were stamped "ungultig" (invalid)
The mail carrier wrote "refused" on the letter and the Zurich post office
applied the label.

This letter is an example of a disenfranchised stamp . Pro Juventute stamps
have a limited validity, about a month or so after issue . This one was used

on a Christmas card a year later-- 29 Dec 1947, but the postage due was no
higher than the stamp cancelled 30 Dec 1947 . I accepted that one. T20

was also scribbled on there by the P0, pencilled circles must indicate "not

valid ." The envelopes have limited value, but a certain interest . Note

the coil line pair.
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POST OFFICE CHANGES, POST CODE CHANGES, DISCONTINUED POST OFFICES

Discontinued Post Offices:

6441, Treib (Ur) as of 1-1-85
7199Waltensburg/Vuroz

Stazion (Gr) as of 1-1-85

Change of Status:

3315 Urailigen - demoted from post office to postal accep-
tance station as of 1-1-85

POSTAL CODE CHANGES:
Änderungen im Bestande der Poststellen 	 ab

Changements à l'état des offices de poste

	

dès le
Modificazioni nello stato degli uffici postali

	

dal

ROST CODE CHANGES
Änderung der Postleitzahl/Changement du numéro postal /

Cambiamento del numero postale d'avviamento
9220 Halden	 in/en 9223 Halden	 1.2.1985
9221 Schweizersholz 	 in/en 9223 Schweizersholz . . ..
9221 Hohentannen	 in/en 9224 Hohentannen	
9221 Wilen (Gottshaus)	 in/en 9225 Wilen (Gottshaus)
9221 St. Pelagiberg	 in/en 9225 St. Pelagiberg	

POSTMARKS
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NEW MEMBERSHIP BROCHURE

Illustrated on the cover of this issue of

TELL and bound into the copy you'll find the

beautiful new AHPS membership brochure . The

beauty of the design is the product of TELL ' s

former editor, Henry Ratz . The text is a collab-

orative effort of Dale Eggen, Harlan Stone, and

Dick Hall.

The membership brochure does no good bound

into your copy of TELL . Remove it and give it

to a good friend you think might like to join

us .

	

If you need more copies, drop a letter to

the Secretary, Dick Hall .

	

He ' d like nothing

better than to have to go into a second printing.

HOW DO YOU GET A NEW MEMBER -- YOU ASK!

If every member asked one friend to join,

we could double our membership right now . Ask

a friend -- please do your part.

In our last issue of TELL, President Chuck

LaBlonde stated "we have something for everyone

(in AHPS), and we intend to keep it that way . "

Let's do what we can to help live up to that

motto . Let ' s help meet the CHALLENGE!

HOW DO YOU GET A NEW MEMBER -- YOU ASK!

Dick Hall

1985 MEMBERSHIP DRIVE



PROPERLY POSTMARKED AND INVALID FOR POSTAGE

	

FELIX GANZ

Under that title, or something like it, a TELL of quite a while ago
showed a cover with Swiss Pro Juventute stamps of prior to 1921 . Until the
1921 issue these semi-postals were not valid for postage to most foreign
countries . Only a UPU decision in that year permitted the unrestricted use
of semi-postals on international mail.

One of our British members now fell upon another one of those curious
covers, this one postmarked January 24, 1921 in Kaltbrunn (letter probably
written by an "inmate" of the "Hof Oberkirch," a country school for boys
with scholastic problems or health complications near that town) and addressed
to London. (England would not have honored the Pro Juventute stamps as post-
age, and therefore a regular 25 cts. "Helvetia on the Rock" paid the postage).

While these letters, with invalid overpayment abroad, are certainly
all philatelically inspired, they command quite a premium these days and
are quite elusive.

Our lucky British member relates the story, however, in which way he
acquired it. It was in a circuit packet for members of the British Helvetia
Society, and he was about the twenty-fifth member to receive that circuit.
Ahead of him no one had bothered to check out the item, and thus he could
buy it for a paltry £5 (now barely $6 .)

He knew about the specifics of the item because he had seen the original
story in TELL, and he remembered. Would you have remembered, too?
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR CENTRAL

	

WILLIAM R . LUCAS

AMERIPEX '86

It will be 10 years since INTERPHIL '76 in Philadelphia
and another 10 years before the next International Show in the
USA . That is one reason AMERIPEX ' 86 is special.

It is also special because of the size and scope of this
huge effort :

a) 300,000 sq . ft.

b) 230 booths

c) 117 Dealers

d) 62 Postal Administrations have already reserved
booths.

A 9,000 sq . ft . area will be devoted to youth . The USPS
will develop a new type of hands on exhibit where youths can
move from one stamp related project to another.

Children will be greeted at a special entrance by Stan the
Stamp Man and Natalie Philately, two characters created by the
USPS .

Children will be able to buy 300,000 to 4000,000 covers
at $ .25 and three to four million stamps at $ .05.

A special "Fun in Philately" will feature 50 frames showing
the various aspects of the hobby, including picture postcards,
cinderellas, etc . The material in each frame, however, can cost
no more than $25.

The AHPS will be there with our annual meeting which will
in part include two meetings and a meeting of the Liechtenstein
Study Group . Details will follow in future issues of TELL.

AMERIPEX '86 will take place May 22 - June 1, 1986 at the O'Hare
Convention Center, Rosemont, IL ., just outside Chicago.

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

March/April 1985
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT RICHARD

	

T .

	

HALL,

	

SECRETARY

2150 Wellington Crane, Arizona DROPPED FOR NON-PAYMENT OF DUES

2155 David M . Drew, Wisconsin
2156 Joseph S . Long, Maryland 1098 Stephen Falken

2157 John Massera, California 1143 Charles Henry

2158 Ernest L . Schwarz, Oregon 1158 Rene Isler

2159 Harry J . Symes, New Jersey 1286 William Schirach

2160 Robert A . Varrin, Pennsylvania 1292 Howard W . Schwartz

2161 Bernd Vogel, Austria 1438 Gary Hendershott

2162 Peter A . Rubel, California 1538 Edmund D . V . Dickey
1566 Clark Baker

REINSTATEMENTS 1676 Bela A . Kristo, M .D.
1686 Hugh G . Neil

1105 Donald Freeland, Missouri 1726 Ralph D . Harburger

1356 Adolf Walt, Canada 1727 K .E . Auf Der Maur
1812 Hans Niederkofler
1874 Stephen J . SciaccaRESIGNATIONS
1886 Cpt . William Howes Collins

1658 Kenneth Daniels 1903 Alfred G . Peterson
1954 Derrick M . Slate 1904 Loyal E . Seidner
2133 Richard V . Zanoni 1918 Philip Rotondo

1928 Peter J . Hayes
DEATHS 1933 George Alevizos

1990 David S . Penner
1652 John H . Symes

2043 Lauretta V . Garabrant1791 I . Irving Silverman
2044 Albert E . Harvey
2085 Ben ZednerMOVED, LEFT NO FORWARDING ADDRESS
2107 Lt .

	

Col .

	

Rob .

	

H .

	

Downey
Edward Schotland, M . D.1782 2108 Andrew Messana

2109 Rev Joseph C . Wilson
2114 Philip Johannesson
2117 Warren W . Veis

OUR GOAL -- Retain present membership - plus one for each .

	

Get
a friend to join with the application blank that is enclosed
in this issue .

	

Respectfully submitted.

Richard T . Hall
Secretary
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AHPS

Treasurer ' s Report

December 31,1984

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

	

Chuck La Blonde

The New England Chapter of AHPS met in December for the annual
Christmas party at the home of Agnes Cavigelli in Lexington,
Massachusetts . Present besides Agnes were Jan Donker, Helen
Gloor, George Lloyd, Mina Roth, Bill Spencer, and Chuck La Blondel
Gifts were exchanged and some very fine pastry was enjoyed by
all.

In January the same seven assembled at the Bill Spencer home,
also in Lexington . The AHPS slide program on the St . Gotthard
railway was enjoyed by all . Next meeting will be in March at
Jan Donker's home . 	in Burlington .
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